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Abstract

'In contrast to the uSual counseling oUtctome assesSment procedures

which rely on individual change scores on selected outcome instruments,
would suggest that the
.the contemporary interactional perspective
0
assessment\of outcome should focus on determining changes ip the Counseling
,

process itself, i.e., a change in_the interactional patterns between the
counselor and client.

Three analytic approaches for assessing pattern (and

pattetn change) are presented in this paper:

Markov chain'analysis, lag

sequential analysis, and information theory analysis.

While the

specifics pf each of the approaches differ, each is derived from the
conditional, sequential dependencies among the events of the counseling
process (interaction sequence).
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METHODOOGICAL EXPLORATIONS OF
4

COUNSELOR-CLIENT INTERACTION
James,W. Lichtenberg
University Of KanSas

A distinction haa generally been made between "prOcess" a d "outcome

research in the counseling and psychotMrapy literature -- the two being
differentiated from one another in terms qf their'respective
Process research, on the one hand, has attended primarily to,the nature
On the

of the 4herapeutic encounter or "within interview behavior,"

other hand, outcothe, research has ocUsed"upon the effects oe that en\

\

0

counter or\on the relatively enduring changes in the client as a result
of the therapy pro-cess (Cartwright, 1957; Kieslee, 1966,,1971; Strupp"&

Luborsky, 1962).

In reCent years, however, pis diStinction has blurred;

and recent speculations in the therapy literature lead one to question
where prOcess ends and outcome begins (Kiesler, 1971).

,

o earlier views of disturbed or disordered,client

In Contrast

behavir which postulated intrapsychic or situational determinantS of
that behavior (and the disrupted interpersonal relationships that followed), the.contemporary interactional perspective (Waezlawick, Beavin,
& Jackson, 1967; Watzlawick & Weakland, 1977) focuses on client "symPtoms"
as habitual and problematic patterns or,sequences of intetpersonal
behavior -- patterns which are p tioetuated by the way clients beha;7e and

by the influence of others.intimately involved with them (Weakland,
Fisch, Watzlawick, & Bodin, 1973).

patterns as "strategies."

Cashdan (1473, 1981) 'refers to these

As traditionally"conceived, a strategy refers

to certain tactical maneuvers used to achieve some goal.

Applied to

interpersonal.relationships, whether within,counseling or outside of"

t

,

2

counseling, a strategy refers to the relatively discrete.modes of behavior through which a person develops and maintains ongoing interpersonal relationships.

Specifically, they'are the behavioral (comMunica4

tive) maneuvers that clients use to try.to meet their interpersonal
,

needs: 'Strictly speaking, the maladaptiveness of a client's strategy is
not a function of the strategy itself, but of the warit meets or lails
to meet the expectations of the recipient.

When a person's strategies

;

are extreme,in their effect on Others (and held to be outside of the
person's volitional control); these strategies are labeled as 'symptoms",
(Haley, 1963).

It is an extension of this view that in the therapeutic, relationship,'like other interpersonal relationshiPs in which clients become
.

involved; similar interactional patterns and sequences will emerge; and

'

that ultimately it is the role and responsibility of the counselor to
Alter these interpersonal sequences.

Indeed, while counseling.involves

.

many factors, (including support, encouragement of self-expression,

education, etc.), it is of crucial importance that the counselor deal
successfully with changing the client't usual interaction pattern as it
-

emerges in counseling.

Unless this is accomplished, the Counseling

proce'ss will simply model and perpetuate those same problematic (sympto-'

matic) refpOnse sequencet which initially brought the client'in far
counseling (Anchin, 1982).

It follows from this perspective that,-in contrast to the utual

,

counseling outcome assessnient procedures which rely on indivihual change

scores on selected outcome instruments, assessment of outcome should
focus on determining change(s) in the counseling.pracess itself; i.e., a
change rn the interactional patterns'between the counselor and client.

The issue of pattern in counselor-client interaction rests fundamentdlly on an assumption of behavioral interdependenCy or the mmtual
ana reciprocal communication between participants.

In a.general sense,

communication is said to occur between persons,whenever they behave in a
non-random manner With respect to'each other. 'More specifically, it
means that one person's actions are dependent .(at least to:some degree)
Indeed, were this not the

on the preceding behaviors of the other.
,

case, (i.e., were the participants to not respond differentially/
nonrandomly to each other), it would be impossible to say that there was
.

any exOgnge proces's as such between the participants (Barnlund, 1981).
1

By thii definition.of commipication,lit shoUld be understood that communication is not simply the response one person to anotherf but essentially
the relationship that is get up between their responses

(Cherry, 1957) --

behaviCpral
g relationship Of mutual and reciprocal constraint upon the

priability of.both the cOunselor and the client.

By virtue of this

constaint, the interd4ive behaviors of the counselor.and client,

hich

.are'the "stuff" of the counseling process, become predictable, at least
to some extent -

and 'it is this predictability that is referred to as

"pattern" (Bateson, 1973).

The raw material for studying these patterns are the various counselorclient interactive behaviors ab they occur and order themselves Over
,

time (i.e., across the process).

It has been noted (Raush, 1969) that

while the observational protocols or codings of these events are gathered
in a tempoeal.order, generally it is simply because the events occur
that way.

Most often in.the conversion to data for analysis, the-order-

ing of these-events is either lost Or ignored.

Hertel (1972) has noted

the major failing of most process research methods employed to investigate/

explicate the counseling process haS been their-inability to incorporate
the temporal or se'quential Alationships among the'9iosen process units.
The unfortunate consequence of such failing is that the notion of "process"
as operationally defined by those methods i

rendered little more than a'.

metaphor to the construct purpOrtedly under investigation.
Hertel (1972) and Raush (1969) have bOth noted the desirability:of

models and methods for process research whereby researchers could cap-

.

ture.and investigate the temporal nature of counselor-Client interaction
through analysis of the sequential ordering of its events.

Such.models

and methods would potentially miovevrocess research from investigacion_
4

premised On static.states to one more capable of dealing with both
structural continuities and continuous changes, and toward the illumination and documentation of the kinds
of Sequential phenomena.(i.e. pat,
terns) that provide the inference-base for our views of counseling
process and change,
The approaches presented in this paper alloy generally be referred to.

as "sequential analyses".

Sequential analysis is the term given to a

'number of statistical techniques used for analyZing sequences of behavior.
.Common to each of these techniques is the search for sequential patterns
of.
or redundancies among events/behaviors. ,.While the specificT,of each
6(

the,approaches differ, each is derived, at least'conceptually, from the
conditional, sequential dependencies among -events in the sequence.

For example, suppose one observes a sequence of,counselor-client
J exchanges using two observatiOnal cO;des

A and B).

interaction sequence
ABAABABBABBAAABABBABAAABBAAABB,

If one observes the

I
one can deSCribe the'interaction nonsequentially by simply observing

that the frequency of occurence of A is 16, and the frequency of B is
14.

The unconditional probability of A is'thus p(A) .= 16/30 = .,53; and

the.uncodditional probability of B is p(B) = 14/30 = .47.

The conditiOnal,

probability of the occurence of B, given that A has occurred juit prior
to B, is the proportion of time that B'occurs immediately after A: A
Thus

occurs 16.tithes and of those 16 times B occurs after A nine times:

the conditional probability of B given A is 9/16 = p(B/A) = ..56.

Hence

one can reduce the uncettainty in our knowledge of B's'occurence by,
knowing the immediately preceding event in the interaCtion was A.
Sequential analysis may thus reveal. the interaction:patterning (redun6rn-

cies),between.two individuals (Raush, 1965).

That is, to the degree

that the actions of one person "depend" on (i.e. dre constrained by) Oe
immediately preceding behavior of the other, the first person's response
probabilities have altered in response to the behaviors of the other.
In the methods presented here, the dependency need not necessarily be
limited to the effect of the immediately preceding event, but instead
I

'may alloW for the discovery of more complex patterns

f;interattive

dependency among the communiCative events of both ihe counselor and'

.Markov.chain analysis
Using the aliove example ,of a "counselor-client interaction sequence,"
a
it is possible to describe the sequence of coded events by specifying

the likelihood of the various event to event transitiong.

These proba-

bilities can,then be arranged in a matrix called a transition matrix ih
which the rows ( ) represent the antecedent events and the columns (j)
are the coneequents.

The matrix summarizes the prObabilities of eich

8

.

s,
6 :

state following every other state at the next (/) ii4tance.

For each

antecedent evenf at time t-1, tlae sum of th6 probabilities for eaCh of

the possible consequent:events equals 1.0.
J

To the extent that the probabilities within each row are not equa
(i.e., are non-randob), the antecedent events may be said tO constrain
ar modify the distribution of probabilities'of the variqus consequents
s

and the probability of occurence of any'given consequence is said to
".'depend-on" the prior event.

If. the occurence of an event, is dependent

on (constrained by) only the immediately preceding event, and if.the
probabilities are stationary acro'ss the sequence; the sequenCe is saidr

to eXhibit first-order (one-step)dependency and constitute a first-order

'

Markov chain.

It isTossible, and some would say probable, that the interaction'
among events would show greater or higher-order dependency among events;
i.e., events are constrained by (or,the,Probability of occurence depends
.

on) more than the immediately preceding event.

Rather it is'constrained.

by a sequence of some'r number of preceding events.

The procedure for testing the order.of dependency/among eVents
under this model is, essentially to test a.series of models4 f dependency)

in which the number'of events in the sequence on which the eyents ard

considered dependent is increased by one event in each subsequent test.
-

That is, a 1st-order (one-step) dependency mo4el is compnred to a, random
(0-order) model with respect to'its "goodness of.fit" to the contingency
data; a 2nd-order model is- compared with the first-order model; a third-

order model with a second-order model; etc.

To icko.so,-of course, requires'

the construction of successively larger contingency tables which consecu-

tiVely preseq the contingencies between events from the 1st to the rth

4

6'

7

order.

Table 1 presents examples of such contingency tables for the 3

category system presented earlier.

Given such contingency tables as a

data base, there are two methods generally employed to estimate the

order/constraint of the sequential 6ta summarized by the tables: the
Chi square approach and the maximum likelihood approach.
(a) The first approach is based on a comparison of obServed and
expected frequencies for each consecutive increase in-the order of
,

.dependency.

The difference between the values is subjected to a X

2

'goodness of fit test for determining which modelgbest describes/explains

the contingent relationships among the data (Suppes &Atkinson, 1960;Chatfield, 1973).
(b) The 'maximum likelihood approach is similar tO the X2 approach
2
but.employs the log-linear ratio statistic (G ) ratherthan th/ e X

statistic.

2

Generally speaking, the maximum likelihood approach is

better than the )e approach (Biship, Feinberg & Holland, 1975), but both
are susceptible to diffiCulties associated wit.h X
complex data:
0

2

when applied to

In-particular, as should be clear from Table 1, as the

order of the sequential dependencies, to 'be tested increases in number,

the number of possible combinations of Contingent events increases in a
multiplicative fashion.

Unless the number of actual events in the

4

interaction sequence is quite lar'ge,

this reSults in an increase in the

-number of empty cells in-the tablesthus weakening the X
Chatfield,& LeTon, 1970).

.

2

test (see

3

order, it is'possible to deterGiven a Markov chain of some of nth
_

mine patterns of recurrence of events (HOward,'1971; Gottman, 1978).
Digraph's of chains -- grapha of the probabilistic interrelationships
ilmong events (or if a higher-order chain, among sei's Of events) -- can,

10

.

atso be made in order to visually present the patterns inher*Oht in the
trinsition Probabilities (e.g., Brent.&.Sykes, 1979).

Lag sequential analysis
An alternative Co the Markov chain approach to:the stpdy,of contin,

'gency relationships (6'onstraint) in,interacion sequences is the fag.
.

sequential analysis method (Sackett, 1979a).

As

present.,,dd

by Sackett, '

the particular advantage of this technique over the Markmvian methods
outlined above is that it4allows for obtainini m'easures of contingency
among events which are far apart in the sequence. (i.e., higher Order
dependency) without the concern ef "empty cells" which plagues the
A

previous approaches.

;

The basic procedure for lag analysis is as follows:

Each interac-

.

es

tion event/code serves as a criterion code: 'for each specified:criter,

ion, the conditional probability of each other event. (including itself)
is ralcdaated as.a function of the successive Tags (n-steps)

f each

code from. the criterion.

To present an example, teturd to the original sequence of three
?

interaction codes.

To start, codk A is initbally set as the criterion.

The next step in.the procedure.is to determi,ne the number of times that

each event code (includinglA) follows the criterion.as the next event
(lag 1), as the setond event after criterion (lag 2)
to the,largest,sequential step of interest.

and so on up

'Table 2 gives the proba4

bilities for event lags for each criterioo in the sequence (A and b), up
to lag 5,i(5-step dependency),

.4
,

A
Having determined tHese conditional lag probabilities, they tan be

tested for itatisiical significance against the null hypothesis of
equivalence to the Unconditional probabilities of the events -- a "match"

11

9

of the'conditional and unconditional probabilities suggesting independence of sequential events, rather than dependence (or constraint), at
that lag.

Using these lag probabilities, it is possible to then identify

patterns among those events within the sequence.

This involves,a three

step procedure, referred to by Gottman (1979) ap the "lag-one connection
rule."

Firsti, starting:with a criterion code, select for the next event

the code with the highest lag-1 conditional probability from the criterion.
Then selgct the code with the highest lag-2 probability frOm the criterion,
Using the lag data summarized in

the highest lag-3'probability, etc.

. Table 2, the generated pattern or lorrobable sequence

(up to lag-5) woun
A

be ABBABA.
if
Next, note that this sequence ista likely nr comffion pattern only

the lag-1 probability.from event 2 to event 3 is the highest conditional
probability for that two-event sequence (with the second eNient now
serving.as the criterioh).

(Note: For these data, the hfghest lag-1

probability event for the second event (B) is not another B, but rather
an A.)

This process of verification contihues -- successively checking

the one-step connections generated within the identified sequence.
(-

Finally, the last step in identifying a probable sequenCe pattern

pAbability of occuris to determine at anY lag whether the conditional
Ance of an event differs significantly frdm the unconditidnai.probability
of the event.

Even if an event code is the Most likely code at some lag

from the criterion, if it is not more probable (statistically speaking)
than its simple unconditional likelihood of occurence, that eVent should
not be entered into the identified common sequence.

A computer prOgram

lor determining lag probabilities and for.testing the significance may
-be found'in Sackett, et al. (19-79b).

,

12
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Despite growing interest and use of lag analysiS-as a

the

d for

identifying contingency relationships iq ini.eraction data, recent c'riti-

cism regrding the statisXical methods prOposed by Sackett and Gottman
for testing lagged dependence (Allison & Liker,

1982) raisep queStion as

to the statistical validity of this approach.

Information theory

The previously presented techniques have addressed the issue of
"pattern" as a function of constraint or dependency among.eveqts.

Information theory takes a iomewhat different, but analogous, approach
,

to the study of pattern in sequences of events.

An interaction sequence

(as 'a stochastic process) may be characterized by some degree of redun-

dancy between 0 and 100 percent -- redundancy being essentially synonymous with the notion of pattern (or patterning).

At the zero-redundancy

ektreme, all events have an equal likelihood of occurence
A

the history

of the sequence pr,ior to any given event has no effect on the predicta,

bility of the eveqt.

That is to say, there is complete uncertainty with

respect to the patterning within the sequence (or even more specifically,

to the extent that events in the sequence are equally probable, there is
no,patterning at all).

At the other extreme -- that of 100 percent

redundancy -- the sequepce is entirely predictable' (redundant) and one

can predict with complete certainty what each subsequentrevent will be.
The information theory approach consists of calculating' the averge
conditional uncertainty for the sequence for differing lengths,,of strings
of antecedent events.

The decrease in_uncertainty as the number of

antecededt events 'increases may be used to assess the sequential depen-

dency in the interaction sequence (Penman,

1980).

A sequence- h>s nth

-order redundancy.(or n-1dependency) whenever som,e of the pcssible
patterns of a successive events/co_des ax.e, mspre probable than others.

1 3

1'1

0

,To calculate the degree of redundancY or patterning in a sequence,

a decision must first be made owhow high an,order of redundancy one
wishes to take into account.

In a process similar to that in the Markov-

analysis, determination of the order of dependency involves calculating
the average conditional uncertainty for successive omders of dependency
and subtracting the average uncertainty of the previous order (Attneave,
1959).

The difference between successive values of conditional uncert;Inty
provides a measure.of how much information is gained (i.e., how much
uncertainty is reduced) by basing predictions for a given event on the

previous ievents rather than the i-1 previous events.

Ve statistical
2

significance of these sequential differences can be tested using a X
approximation approach (Chatfield, 1973).

Alternatively, it is Often

possiblerto see the point at which the conditional uncertaintly starts
to decrease relatively slowly (after a sudden decrease) and thereby
determine the order of dependence among the events.

This graphical

technique is often more reliable,than a series of significance tests

based on the X

2

apprOximation.

Returning to the previously presented sequence of events, Table 3
presents the,condftional uncertainty for'the sequence for the first
three levels of sequential dependency.

The value H is Shannon's measure

of information or average uncertainty.

The maximum value of H is equal

to the log2 of ,the number of categories--in this case, log2 2 = 1.0.

This occurs when the'outcomes (A and B) are equally likely or probable.
In the previous sequence p(A) = .53 and p(B) = .47--they are very nearly
equal and H therefore approacnes 1.0 (H1 = .991).

14

(See Attneave, 1959

manner,
Iia similar,

for computationaL formulae.)

the average uncertainty

is computed for two-event (digram), three-event (trigram)... n-event
"(n-gram)."sequences,"

Yhe amount of information,(reduction in uncertainty)

achieVed by tbnsidering successively longer seoences of prior events is
determined by subtracting H

from 12-, H
1

2

from H

,

3

etc.,

As tan be seen from Table 3, little information is"gained by knowing
4

only one,preceding event (H

2

).

Consideration of two preceding events

bring about a reduction in,Unceitainty (H3\= .842), but knowing the
pr vious three events greatly reduces the uncertainty of prediction (H4
.570)--suggesting this se

ence to be of at least 3rd-order dependency.

-
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Table 1 First-,-second-, and, third-Order transitions for the

wo category sequence.

.

First-order transitions
A
t-1

7

9

8

.5

Second-order, trAn'sitions

A
t-1.

A

A

A

4

4

4

4

t-2
4

0

7

Third-order transitions

t-2

A

A

t-1

0

2,

3

2

4

2

3

0

2

2

0

2

19.

2

0

17

Table 2

Lag matching frequencies and probabilities for the two category sequence
1

Probability

Number of Matched Occurences

Lag

Overall
,

Total

A

B

16

14

30

.53

9

16

.44

.

.47

A as criterion
1

j

.56

7

8

15

.47

:53

2

8

7

15

.53

.47

3

4

5

9

14

8

5

13

.62

.38,

5

.64

Yr,

B as criterion
8

13

.62

.38

1-

7

12

.58

2.42.

2

6

12

.5G

.50

4

12

,:67

.33

7..

12

.42

.58

3

4'-

t'
8
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Table 3

Conditional uncertainty far the two category sequence for successive levelsof dependency.

Teeragram

Trigeam

pigraM

Symbol

AAAPC--

AAAB

AAA

AABA
AABB

AAB

AA

A

ABAA,

ABAB

ABA
AB

BA

ABB
BAAA

BMB

BAA

BABA
BABB

BAB

BBAA
BBAB

BBA

BBBA
BBBB

BBB'

H(tetrIgram)
=3.366

H(trigram)
=2.796

H

4

= H(tetra)-H(tri)
= .570=

H

= H(tri)-H (di)
3

= .843

H(digram)
=1.953
Hi = 11(110-81
= 962

21

H
-1

= .991

